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In Abstract first order computability. I (the preceding paper), we initiated a

study of computability on abstract structures and carrier1 it up to the theory of the

"projective hierarchy," our generalization of the arithmetical hierarchy on the set

of integers. Here we study the "hyperprotective hierarchy" which is our abstract

version of the hyperarithmetic hierarchy on the integers. The numbering of para-

graphs and results is a continuation of the numbering in the first part and we have

collected in a partial bibliography at the end those papers which are referred to

in this part.

10. Hyperprojective functions. In XLIII of [6] Kleene characterizes the hyper-

arithmetic number-theoretic functions as exactly those functions which are re-

cursive in the type-2 object 2E which embodies number quantification. Similarly

here we wish to study the class of functions which are search computable in the

object Efi. = E which embodies quantification over B*. We define E(g) for a one-

place p.m.v. function g by

E(g) -> z o [z = 0 & (y)g( v) | & (Ey)g(y) -> 0]

v [z = 1 & (y)(Eu)[u * 0 & g(v) -> «]];

it is clear that for single-valued total g we have

E(g) = 0   if(Ey)[g(y)^0],

= 1    otherwise.

We define the class H P(cp) of functions computable in E, cp or hyperprojective

(in cp) by adding to C0-C9 the schema

C10. f(x) = E(Ayg(j,x))   <10,«,g>,

and accordingly adding to C0'-C9' the clause

C10'. // (y)(Eu)[{g}(y, x)^u]& (Ey)[{g}(y, x) -* 0], then {<10, «, g»(x) -> 0;

ifiy)iEu)[u¿0 & {g}iy, x) -> u], then {<10, «, g>}(x) -> 1.

In the usual way clauses C0'-C10' define a predicate {/}h(«) -»■ z and assign to

each feB* a p.m.v. function {/}h(«). We let HP(A, <p) = HPiA) be the class of

functions hyperprojective from A, i.e. functions {/}h(«) with/Ey4* and put /ZP(cp)

= //P=//P(0) (the absolutely hyperprojective functions), H P(cp) = H P =//P(P),

the hyperprojective functions. For each list of variables gi,..., gm we get a func-

tional {/}h(gi, •.., gm, «).
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In order to assign an ordinal |/ », z|h to each sequence/ », z such that {/}u(»)

-*■ z, we add to C0"-C9" clause

C10". If(y)(Eu)[{g}(y, x)^u]& (Ey)[{g}(y, x) -> 0], then

|< 10, «, g}, x, 0| = infimum{supremum[\g, y, x, a(y)\ +1 :ally]

■■(y)[{g}(y, x) -> a(y)] & (Ey)a(y) / 0};

if(y)(Eu)[{g}(y, x) -> u & «#0], i«e«

|<10, «, g>, x, 11 = infimum{supremum[\g, y, x, a(y)\ +1 -.ally]

•■(y)l{g}(y,x)^«(y)*o]},

where a varies over all one-place total functions on B* to B*.

A moment's reflection will show that |/ », z|h is the smallest ordinal at which we

verify that {/}h(")-^^ in Case C10' by this definition. Because of the supremum

operation in this clause, the ordinals |/ u, z|h need not be finite, and may even be

uncountable, if B is uncountable. Proofs by induction on \fi », z|h will be trans-

finite inductions.

Lemma 37. IffePRI, then {/}pr(«)={/}„(»). In particular PR(A, y)^HP(A, cp).

Lemma 38. If f e PR(A, gx,..., gm, cp) and for i = I,..., m, g, e HP(A, cp), then

feHP(A,V).

Lemma 39. The functions Sm(f, yx,..., ym) of Lemma 12 satisfy

(10.3) {fW,x) = {Sm(f,y)}h(x).

Moreover, if{f}h(y, x) -> z, then \fi y, x, z|h< \Sm(f, y), x, z|h. (The Sm theorem.)

Lemma 40. (a) The function EV(f, k') of Lemma 20 satisfies

(10.4) {EV(f, k'Mu, »') = {/}„(«).

Moreover, //{/}h(«) -> z, then \fi », z|h< \EV(fi k'), », »', z|„.

(b) The function FV(fi k') of Lemma 20 satisfies

(10.5) {FV(f, ¿')}h(»', u) = {/}„(»).

Moreover, if{f}h(u) -+ z, then \fi », z|h< \FV(f, k'), «', », z|h.

Lemma 4L Ifrc(f) is the function of Lemma 21 and m = rc(f), then

(10.6) {fUm,x) = {m}b(x).

(The recursion theorem.)

Lemma 42. There is a combinatorial function p(f) such that for eachf,

(10.7) {/}v(«) = {p(/)}h(«).

In particular for each A<=B, SC(A, <p)cHP(A, cp).
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Proof is exactly like that of Lemma 31, where we add just one more case, C9,

to the definition of p(/) :

Case C9. {f}(x) = vy[{g}(y, x) -> 0]. Put p(/) = <9, «, p(*)>.

We then prove by induction on C0'-C9' that if {/}v(«) -> z, then {p(/)}s(H) -*■ z> and

by induction on \f, u, z\b that if {f\(u)^-z and/' = p(/), then {/}v(h)->z.

Consider the only new case : if {p(/)}h(x) -*■ y in Case C9, then vif) = <9, «, p(g)>

and we must have {v(g))Á.y, x)->0; since \v(g), y, x, 0|h< |p(/), x, y\b the ind.

hyp. applies and {g}v( v, x) -> 0, i.e. {/}v(x) -=► v.

Remark 14. The method of proof of Lemmas 31 and 42 clearly extends to prove

the same result if we add further "reasonable" clauses to C0-C10, e.g. clauses

introducing higher type objects other than E; the same remark applies to the

transitivity Lemmas 22, 32 and 43.

Lemma 43. There is a combinatorial function trh(/ c) such that if x(u')={c}h(u')

and f(«)={/}h(x, u), then f(«) = {trh(/ c)}h(n). Thus iffeHP(A, gl,..., gm, cp) and

gi,..., gm e HP(A, cp), then feHP(A, cp). (Transitivity lemma.)

Proof is just like those of Lemmas 22 and 32. In the definition of trh(/ c) we

now add one more case to those already present in the definition of trv(/ c) :

Case C10. {/}(x, x) = E(Xy{g}(x, y, x)). Put trh(/ c) = <10, «, trh(g, c)>.

Proof that the function trh(/ c) so defined satisfies the lemma is just like that of

Lemma 22. Let us treat here just Case C10 of the implication analogous to (5.11):

if{f\(u) -5- z andf = trh(/ c), then {/}h(x, «) -> z. This implication is proved by

induction on \f, u, z\h.

Case C10. Assume {f'}(x) = E(Ay{g'}(j, x)) -> z, where/' = trh(/ c) and hence by

the definition g' = trh(g, c), where/=< 10, «,g>. Let us suppose that z=l first.

Then (y)(Eu)[{g'}h(y, x) -> u & u^O]. By the definition of \f, x, z|h, there is a

one-place total function a on B* to 5* such that (y)[{g'}h(y, x) -> a(y)7¿0] and

supremum {\g', y, x, a(y)\b+1 :ally} ^ |/', x, z\ ;

in particular, for each y, \g', y, x, a(v)|h< \f, x, z\, and the induction hypothesis

applies to g', y, x, a(y). Hence for each y, {g}hix, y, x)->a(j)^0, so {/}h(x, x)

= E(Aj>{g}h(x, y, x)) -> 1. The argument is similar when z = 0.

Lemma 44. If the predicates P(«), Qiu), Riy, u) and the single-valued totally

defined function f(«) are i« HPiA, cp), then so are the predicates Piu) & Qiu), P(b),

iEy)Riy, u) and /?(f(«), «). Thus \Jn a%(A, <f>)<^HP(A, cp), i.e. every predicate pro-

jective from A is hyperprojective from A.

Remark 15. Instead of introducing the object E = EB% one may introduce an

object Ec for each C^B* that embodies quantification over C; interesting examples

are C=a> or C=B. Such computabilities relative to restricted quantification are

best studied in the context of abstract higher order computability which we are

not considering here.
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In studying search computability we went to great lengths to avoid assuming

that the predicate x=y was necessarily computable. Our motivation was partly

that this would be an unnatural assumption and partly that in several interesting

examples the assumption would be false. In all the natural examples that we know

x=y is hyperprojective, and in fact falls quite low in the projective hierarchy.

On the other hand, one easily constructs artificial examples where x=y is not

hyperprojective. In any case, it seems to us that there is no a priori reason why

x=y must be hyperprojective, so at the cost of a little extra work we shall develop

the hyperprojective hierarchy without this assumption. To the best of our know-

ledge we lose no interesting theorems in this way. On the other hand we get as

a by-product a classification of x=y in the projective hierarchy, whenever x=y

is hyperprojective.

Put

(10.8) u ~ v o (f)[{f}PT(u) n co = {/}pr(t;) n co].

For sequences », «' we put

(10.9) ux,...,uk~u'i,...,u'koUi~u'i&---&uk~u'k

and for subsets C, E of B*,

(10.10) C ~ Eo (u)(Ev)[u eC =>veE&ueE =>veC&.u ~ v}.

We recall that if cp consists of single-valued total functions then each {/}pr(«)

is single-valued and total. It is then easy to see that

If<pis single-valued and total, then u~v o for every

primitive computable predicate F(x), P(u) o P(v).

The next lemma implies in particular that if no primitive computable predicate

can distinguish between u and v, then no hyperprojective predicate can distinguish

between u and v.

Lemma 45. Assume that cp consists of single-valued, totally defined functions. If

fiu~f,u' (i.e. f~f, u~u'y,...,uk~u'k) and {/}„(»)->z, then there exists a

z' ~z such that {f}h(u') -»■ z'.

Proof is by induction on CO'-CIO' after a few preliminary results.

Ifu ~ u', then ttu ~ ttu', 8u ~ 8u', (v, ü) ~ (v, u')

and (u, v) ~ (u', v), for all v.

To prove the last of the assertions as an example, we must show that for each /

{/}pr((", v)) n co={/}„,.((«', v)) n co. Choose e so that {e}pr(v, w)={/}pr((w, v)) and

notice that {e}pr(v, u)={S1(e, v)}PT(u); since u~u' then we must have

{S\e, v)}PT(u) n co = {SKe, v)}pr(u') n co,
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which proves the result.

(10.13) Ifuy ~ u'y,..., uk ~ u'k, then <«»,..., Uk} ~ <«i,..., u'ky.

We first show by induction on « and the definition (1.9) of sn(x0,..., xn), that if

x0~x'0,...,xn~x'n, then sn(x0,..., xn)~s„(x0,..., x'n) and then use the definition

(1.14) Of <!!,,..., I/n>.

(10.14) Ifu ~ u', then (m)¡ ~ («'),.

Easy by induction on i using (10.12) and the definition (1.10).

(10 151       Ifu~u'and Seq (u), then Seq (u1), (u)„ = (u')o

a"^(0is(u)0[(")f ~ ("')i]-

This is immediate since Seq (u) is primitive computable and (u)0 e w when Seq (u).

We give some of the cases in the inductive proof of the lemma. Because of

(10.15), from the assumption / u~f, u' we know that {/}(«) and {/'}(«') are

defined by the same case hypothesis. Cases C1-C4 are immediate from the pre-

liminary results.

Case CO. u=tu..., tn¡, x ;u'= t'y,..., tn¡, x'; {f)b(u) = ?>1(r1,..., tn)=z. We

must show that {f'}b(u') = <Pi(t'y,..., tn)=z'~z. Assume z'i-z; there exists then

some e, so that {e}pr(z) n co ̂  {e}pr(z') n co. Choose m so that

{»•WO = {e}PT(<Pii(t)u • ■., (00);

we have then

{m}PI((ty,..., tnty) = {e}pr(z); {m}pr((ti,..., ?;» = {e}pr(z'),

so that Wp,.«!!, ...,rni»nco^{/n}pr«ii, ...,0)nco,  so  that  <rx, ...,rn(>

+ (t'u ...,tniy, violating (10.13).

Case C5. « = x ; «' = x' ; {/}h(x) = {g}b({h}b(x), x).

Now there is a u, such that {h}b(x) -»■ m and {g}b(u, x) -* z. By ind. hyp. there exist

w'~m and z'~z such that {h'}b(x') -* w' and {^'}h(ii', x') -> z'. (Here we are using

(10.15), according to which /z' = (/')4~(/)4 = /i, g' = if')3~if)3=g.)

Case C6 is treated just like Case C5 and Cases C7 and C8 are trivial.

Case C9. u=x; W=x';{f}bix) = vy[{g}biy, x) -> 0]. If {/}h(x) -► z, then {g}h(z,x)

-^ 0. By ind. hyp. there is then a t such that í~0 and {g'}biz, x') -> I; but if I~0

then r = 0 since the predicate x=0 is primitive computable, hence {g\iz, x') -> 0

and we can take z'=z.

Case C10. «=x; u=x'; {f}b(x) = E(Xy{g}b(y, x)).

Assume {/}h(x)-> 1. Then for each v there is a u^0 such that {g}b(y, x) -> u.

Hence by ind. hyp. for each v there is a m'~ii^0, so that {g'}b(y, x) -> u'. Since

m'~m^0 clearly implies w'/0, the result is immediate. The argument for the case

{7)h(x) -> 0 is similar.
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Lemma 46. Assume that cp consists of total single-valued functions, (a) The

predicate u~v is in ttI, i.e. there exists an absolutely primitive computable R(y, u, v)

such that

u ~ vo (y)R(y, u, v).

(b) If the predicate u = v is hyperprojective, then

u — v ou ~ v,

so that u = v is in ttx.

Proof. Using Lemmas 1,4, 11 and 25 and Theorem 1, we have

« ~ v o (f)(y)(y')[fe PRIX & /(/ u, y) & T(f v, y')

=> [[U(f, u, y) e co o U(f, v, y') e co]

& [U(fi u,y)ew^ U(f u, y) - U(fi v, y')]]].

To prove (b) assume that u = v is hyperprojective, say with characteristic function

X=(u, v). By Lemma 45 then, if m~d we have u, u~u, v so x=(M> M)~X=(M> v), i.e.

X=(u, v)~0, i.e. x=(M! v)=0, i.e. u = v.

Remark 16. The lemma shows that the predicate u = v must be either search

computable, or in wj, or not occur in the hyperprojective hierarchy at all.

Example 6. Suppose that B^ 0, take cp to be empty, be B. Using the notation

in the proof of Lemma 5, we have shown that if {/}pr(wi, • • •, uk) e co, then

{/}pr("i, • • -, uk)={f#}PT(uf,..., uf). This implies that if u# = v#, then for every /

such that {f}PT(u) e co, we have {f}PT(u) = {/#}pi.(w#)={/*%,(»*)={/}Pr(«0. i.e. u~v.

Conversely if u~v and we put f(x)=c(x#) in the notation of (3.10), we must have

f(u) = f(v), since for each x, f(x) e co, so that ufi = v#. Thus in this example u~v

ou#=v# and if B has more than one element, then the predicate u~v is distinct

from the predicate u=v. Hence u = v is not hyperprojective.

11. The universal set H. We call a predicate F(«) semi-hyperprojective from A,

if there is a p.m.v. function f(«) in HP(A, cp) such that

(11.1) F(«)^f(«H;

this is clearly equivalent to the condition

(11.2) F(«)og(«)^0,

if we take g(«) = 0-f(»). A set is semi-hyperprojective if its representing predicate

is. These sets and predicates are the abstract analogs of the Fl\ sets and predicates

in ordinary recursion theory. In this section we define a set H, which we show to be

absolutely semi-hyperprojective (i.e. semi-hyperprojective from 0) and complete in

the class of semi-hyperprojective predicates. Later on we shall attach ordinals to

the members of H and see that it is the abstract analog of Kleene's O in [5] or

Specter's Win [21].
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From this section on we make the blanket assumption that cp consists of total,

single-valued functions. Put

(11.3) cp~ = X~>Xi.Xi>

where x~ is the characteristic function of u~v and Xi is the characteristic function

of cp,(?i, ..., tn)~z,

(11.4) Xi(h, ■■; '»„ Z) = 0o cplty, ..., Q ~ z.

We shall utilize extensively functions which are primitive computable in the list

cp~ rather than the list cp, so for simplicity we adopt the two notations:

(11.5) {/}pr(<P, «) = {/}£(■) = {/U<P~, «),

(11.6) ev = {e};T(v)       (eePRIy).

The set H is defined inductively by the following three clauses :

(a) <l,0>etf,

(b) ife e PRIy & (v)[ev e H], then <2, e> e H,

(c) ifee PRIy & (Ev)[ev e H], then <3, e> e H,

(d) x e H only by (a}-(c).

Lemma 47. There exist combinatorial functions P&(x, y) and Fv(x, y) such that

(11.8) xeH&yeHoP&(x,y)eH,

(11.9) xeH V yeHoPv(x,y)eH.

Proof. Choose m e 0* so that

{m}pt(x, y,v) = x   if v = 0,

= y   if t» ̂  0,

and put P&(x, j) = <2, 52(«î, x, y)}. Similarly for Pv(x, y).

Theorem 6. There is a function q(/ u, z), absolutely primitive computable in the

list cp~ (defined by (11.3)), such that:

(11.10) i/{/}h("i, • • •, «*) -*• z. /Ae« q(/ <«i» ■ • -, "fc>, ̂ ) e -tf,

//q(/, <«!,..., uky, z) e H, then there exists a z' ~ z ímc« í«aí

C        } {/}h(Ml,...,Mfc)^z'.

In particular, q(/ », z) is absolutely hyperprojective in cp and

(11.12)       zeco => [{/}n(»i,...,uk)-+zoq(/,<«i,...,ufc>,z)eH].

Proof. We shall abbreviate (ux,..., uk} by <«>. The function q(/ u, z) will be

defined by the recursion theorem for primitive computable functions, Lemma 14,

from an index q of itself.
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The definition of q(/ u, z) from q, / u, z will be by cases C0-C10 (and an

Otherwise case), according to the definition of {f}b(uy, ■ ■ -,uk) that the form off

suggests (where k = (f)2, Seq (w), iu)0=k and for lújíkk, u; = («).,). We shall

identify the case hypotheses in the manner of the proof of Lemma 22 and several

later lemmas. Many of the necessary index constructions will be omitted since they

can be effected routinely with the techniques of §4.

Simultaneously with the definition we give in each case the argument for the

proof of (11.10) by induction on CO'-CIO'; we shall prove (11.11) at the end.

Case CO. «=!»,..., f,,, x; {/}(«) = cA(/1,..., Q. Put

q(/ u, z) = <1, 0>   if z ~ cpiity,..., tn),

= 0 otherwise.

(The case hypothesis here is the condition on / stated in Case CO of Lemma 11

together with

(11.13) Seq(u)&(u)0 = (f)2;

the notation "u=ty,..., tn¡, x" above simply reminds us that in the definition to

follow the sequence (u)lt..., (u)(f)2 will be denoted by "!»,..., r„4, Xy,..., xn".

There are / subcases to this case, depending on i = (/)3. In the ith subcase the def-

inition above written without any notational conventions would be

q(7, u, z) = <1, 0>   if z ~ <Pi((u)y,..., («)„,),

= 0 otherwise.

We shall identify the other case hypotheses in the same manner, hoping that this

makes the motivation for the treatment of each case clear. It should be a routine

matter to produce each time the combinatorial conditions on / u and z that are

implied and then to state the definition directly in terms of q, f, u, z, without the

use of extra names for these objects.)

It is immediate in this case, that if {/}(«)-> z, then q(/ (uy,..., uky, z)=<l, 0> eH.

The other direct cases C1-C4 are handled in exactly the same way and we

omit them.

CaseC5. u=x, {/}(x)={g}({/i}(x), x).

Using the methods of §4 we can choose a combinatorial function m0(c7) such that

{rn0(tj)}~(/, u, z, v) = P&({fl}~(/z, u, v), {ff}p~r(g, <p, (u)u ---, («)(«)„>• z))

(where g=(J)3, h = (J)i) and then put q(/ u, z) = <3, S3(m0(c7),/, «, z)>. Assume

that {/}h(x) -> z. Then for some v, {/i}h(x) -^ v and {g}b(v, x) -> z, so by induction

hypothesis q(/z,<x>,t>) e H and q(^,<y,x>,z) e H, hence by Lemma 47, q(/<x>,z)

eH.

Case C6. Subcase (a). u=y, x, {f}(y, x) = {g}(y, x), y e B°.

Choose a combinatorial function my(q) such that {m1(q)}p~r(f,u,z,v) =

{q}ñ(g,u,z) and put q(/ u, z) = <2, S3(my(q),f u, z)>. Assume that {/}h(j, x)
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-> z; then {g}h(y, x) -> z, so by ind. hyp. q(g, <j>, x>, z) e H, hence for each v,

{S3(mx(q),fi <y, x>, z)};r(v) e H, hence q(f, (y, x>, z) e H. (For proving (11.10)

the simpler definition q(f,u,z) = q(g,u,z) would be sufficient in this case. We

need this slightly more complicated definition of q(/ u, z) in order to get a simple

proof of (11.11) in this case.)

Case C6. Subcase (b). u = (s, t), x,{f}((s,t), x) = {h}({f}(s, x),{f}(t, x), s, t, x).

This case is handled very similarly to Case C5 and we omit the details.

Case C7. »=x, {f}(x)={g}(xj+x, xx,..., x¡, xj+2,..., xn).

Choose a combinatorial m2(c7,/) such that

{m2(c7,/)}~(/ u, z, v) = {q};t(g, <(u)j+x, (u)y,..., (w)„ (u)j+2,..., (»)„>, z)

and then proceed as in Case C6, Subcase (a) to put q(/«,z)=<2, S3(m2(c7,/),/,«,z)>.

Case C8. u=e, x, y, {f}(e, x,y)={e}(x).

Choose a combinatorial m3(c7,/) such that

{m3(c7,/)}~(/ u, z, v) = {c7}~((k)i, <(k)2, ...,(»)„+!>, z)

and put q(/ u, z) = <2, S3(m3(q,f),fi u, z)> as before.

Assume {f}h(e, x, y) -^z; then {e}h(x)^z, so by ind. hyp. q(e, <x>, z) e H,

hence for each v, {S3(m3(q,f),fi (e, x,y}, z)};r(v) = q(e, (x}, z) e H, hence

q(/ <e, x, y}, z) e H.

Case C9. « = x, {f}(x) = vy[{g}(y, x) -> 0].

Choose a combinatorial m4(i7) such that

{m4(t7)}p~r(/, ", z, v) = {q};r(g, <z, («)l5..., (»)„>, 0)

and then proceed as before.

Case C10. «=x, {/}(x) = E(Aj{g}(j, x)).

Choose a combinatorial m5(c7) such that

{m5(?)}pr(/, w, f, V) = {q};t(g, <t>, (»)i,..., (u)n>, d'),

then choose a combinatorial me(<7) such that

{m6(c7)}p~r(/ ", f) - <3, S3(m6(q),f, u, r)>

and put m7(q,f, u) = (2, S2(m6(q),f, »)>. It is now easy to verify that if {/}(x) is

defined, then m7(q,fi <x» e /Í.

Then choose m8(c7) so that

{m8(i7)}pr(/ u, v) = {q};t(g, <», (m)i, • ■ ■,(«)»>, 0),

m9(c7) so that

{m9(?)}pr(/ "> P. f') = {«7}p~r(f, (v, («)i, • • ■, («)»>, f')    if v' + 0,

= 0     if V' m 0,
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and m10(í7) so that {m10(<7)}P~r(/ u, v) = <[3, S3imaiq),f, u, t>)>, and put

P*(m7(?>7, u), <3, S2imBiq),f, «)» if z = 0,

P*(m7(t7,7, «), <2, S2im10iq),f, «)» if z = 1,

0   otherwise.

Assume that {/}h(x) -> 1. Then for each i; there is a »V0 so that {g}h(f, x) •-»■ p', so

by ind. hyp. q(g, (v, xy, v') e H, hence {m9(q)}~r(f, (xy, v, v') e H. Thus for each v,

{mio(q)};r(f, <x>, v) £ H, hence <2, 52(m10(c7),/ <x» £ //, hence q(/ <x>, 1) £ H.

A similar argument holds when {f}(x) -> 0.

Otherwise. Put q(/ w, z) = 0.

It is clear that q(/ u, z) is absolutely primitive computable in cp ~ and we have

sketched the proof of (11.10). We prove (11.11) by induction on q(/ <«».,.. .,uky,z)

e H. First we notice that if q(/ <«».,..., «fc>, z) e H, then one of Cases C0-C10

must apply to the definition of q(/ (ity,..., uky, z), since 0$ H.

Case CO. We must have q(/ <fi,..., r„, x>, z) = <l, 0>, since 0$H, hence

z~cpi(ty,..., tn) and we can take z' = cpi(ty,..., tn).

Cases C1-C4 are handled similarly.

Case C5. If q(/ <x>, z) e H, we must have that for some v, {mQ(q)}pr(f, <x>, z, v)

eH, hence by (11.8) we must have that for some v q(«,<x>,v)eHand q(g,<i>,x>,z)

e//. Hence by ind. hyp. there exist v'~v and z'~z such that {«}h(x) ->- t>' and

{g}h(i>, x) -> z'. By Lemma 45 now there must exist a z" ~z' such that {g}h(i>', x)

-*■ z", which is the required result.

Similar uses of Lemma 45 are needed in treating some of the other cases. We

outline only one more such argument.

Case C10. Assume q(/ <x>, z) £ H. We have then that m7(q,f, <x» e H by

Lemma 47, hence for each v, <3, S3im5iq),f <x>, u)> e H, hence for each v there

exists a v' so that q(g, <i>, x>, v') e H, hence by ind. hyp. for each v there exists a

t>"~i/ such that {g}biv, x) -> v", hence {/}h(x) is defined. To complete the proof

we now take cases on z=0 or z= 1 and see that in each case {/}h(x) takes on the

correct value.

12. Ordinals and initial segments. We assign ordinals to the elements of H by

the three inductive clauses below, following the general procedure described in

§5 for assigning ordinals to the objects satisfying an inductive definition.

(a) |<1,0>| =0,

(12.1) (b)  |<2, e>| = supremum {|ev| +1 :v e B*},

(c)  |<3, e>| = infimum {\ev\ +1 : v e B*, ev e H}.

Put

(12.2) k = supremum {|x| :x £ H},

q(7 "> z)
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and set

(12.3) ifx i H, then |x| = k.

In this section we show that the initial segments of H, i.e. sets of the form

{x : |x| ^ |j|} are hyperprojective uniformly for y e H. Our approach through a

minimum function is that of [17] (where again it is inspired from Gandy's [3])

except that now we have to deal with the multiple-valued computations of hyper-

projective functions. Theorem 7 below is the main tool for establishing the basic

properties of the hyperprojective hierarchy in §13—§15.

One could avoid introducing the universal set H and instead prove the analog

of Theorem 7 for the ordinals \fi », z|h that we associate with finite sequences

/ », z when {/}h(») -> z. However the three simple clauses of the inductive def-

inition of H are much easier to deal with than clauses C0-C10, both here and in

the representation theorems of §§17-19.

We recall our blanket assumption that cp consists of single-valued, total functions.

Theorem 7. There is an absolutely hyperprojective function p(x, y) such that :

(12.4) z/|x| < k and |x| ^ |j>|, then p(x, y) = 0,

(12.5) if\y\ < |x|, thenp(x,y) = 1.

In particular,

(12.6) xe H V ye H => p(x, y) is defined and single-valued,

(12.7) yeH^[\x\ï\y\op(x,y) = 0].

Proof. The function p(x, y) will be defined from an index p by the recursion

theorem for hyperprojective functions, Lemma 41. There are sixteen cases to the

definition, labelled ij (i,j= 1, 2, 3, 4). Our labelling code is that in case ij x appears

to be in H by virtue of the rth clause of definition (11.7), if /= 1, 2, 3, and x is

obviously not in H if i = 4. (Similarly/ codes the case for y.) The only nontrivial

cases are 22, 23, 32 and 33.

Cases 1//= 1, 2, 3, 4. x=<l, 0>. Put p(x, y) = 0.

Cases il, i=2, 3, 4. j> = <1, 0> &x/<l,0>. Put p(x, v)=l.

Cases i4, i=2, 3,4. j>#<1, 0> & ^[Seq (y) «fe (y)0=2 &2g(j)i=3 &(y)2 ePRIx].

Putp(x,y) = 0.

Cases 4/ j=2, 3. Seq (y) «fe (y)0 = 2 «fe 2^(j)1 = 3 & (y)2 ePRIy &x^<l, 0> &

-i [Seq (x) «fe (x)0 = 2 & 2 g (x\ = 3 «fe (x)2 e PRIy].

?utp(x,y) = l.

For each of the remaining cases we assume the following condition, which we

do not repeat each time :

Seq (x) «fe (x)o = 2 «fe (x)2 ePRIy «fe 2 ^ (x)i = 3 <&

Seq (y) «fe (y)0 = 2 «fe (y)2 e PRIy «fe 2 ^ (y\ = 3.

We put e = (x)2, m = (y)2.
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Case 22. (x)1=2 & (y)y = 2. Put

p(x, y) = 0   if sg(E(Xvsg(B(Xv'{p}b(ev, mv))))) -* 0,

= 1    if E(Xvsg(E(Xv'{p}b(ev, mv)))) -+ 0.

Case 23. (x)x = 2 & (>>)i = 3. Put

p(x, y) = 0   if sg(E(At>sg({p}h(e(t,)0, tw(1))i)))) -> 0,

= 1    if (Ft/)[E(At,sg({p}h(e„, mj -» 0].

(Here we use the  notation  (Ev')[f(v') ->■ 0] for  vi/[f(t/) -> 0]  i'j defined,  i.e.

0-w/[f(i/)->0]->0.)

Case 32. (x)y = 3 & (v), = 2. Put

p(x, >>) = 0   if (POtEiAt.'^}^^, «!„-)) -► 0],

= 1    if sg(E(Xv{p}b(eWo, mMl))) -> 0.

Case 33. (x)1 = 3 &(y)y = 3. Put

p(x, v) = 0   if (Ev)[sg(E(Xv'sg({pUev, mv)))) -> 0],

= 1    if (Ev')[sg(E(Xv{p}b(ev, mv))) -> 0].

We prove (12.4) and (12.5) by transfinite induction on infimum (\x\, |j|)<*.

Since the result is immediate when x=<l, 0> or v = <l, 0>, we only need argue

when p(x, y) is defined by Cases 22, 23, 32 and 33.

Case 22. Assume first that xeH, |x|^|v|. Since then for all v, eveH and

|e„| < |x|, the induction hypothesis guarantees that Xvv'{p}b(ev, mv) is completely

defined and single-valued, so that p(x, y) is defined and single-valued. Since

supremum {\ev\ + 1} g supremum {|tm„-| + 1},

(i>)(Fi/)[|c?i,| Ú |«v|]> so by induction hypothesis (v)(Ev')[{p}b(ev, mv)=0], from

which one easily verifies that p(x, y) -> 0.

Now assume that |v|<|x|; then supremum {|«v| + l}<jM/?T-eiwi<7?i {|ev| + 1},

hence (Ev)(v')[\mv] < |e„|]. Thus by induction hypothesis Xvv'{p}b(ev, mv) is single-

valued, so that p(x, y) is single-valued, and (Ev)(v')[{p}b(ev, mv) = l], which easily

leads to the conclusion p(x, y) ->■ 1.

Case 23. Assume first that x £ H, |x| ^ |y|, so that supremum {\ev\ + l}á

infimum {|«v| + l}. Then by induction hypothesis, for all v, {p}t,(e(v)0'm(v)i) = Q'

which easily leads to the conclusion p(x, y) -^ 0. Towards a contradiction assume

that also p(x, y) -> 1 ; then

(Ft/)[E(At>sg({/»}h(e„, „v))) _* 0], i.e. (Ev')(Ev)[{p}b(ev, mv) -> 1],

which by induction hypothesis means (Ev')(Ev)[\mv] < \ev\], violating the condition

|x| = |j| above.

Now assume that |,y|<|x|, i.e. (Ev')(Ev)[mv>\ < |e„|]. Using the induction

hypothesis this implies easily that p(x, v) -+ 1. It is impossible to also have p(x, y)
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-*• 0, because then for all v, {p}h(e(v)o, m{v)l) ->■ 0, which violates the induction

hypothesis if we pick (v)0 and (v)y so that \m{v)l\ < \e{v)o\.

Case 32 is symmetric to Case 23 and is handled similarly.

Case 33. Assume first that x e H and |x| ^ |y|, so that

infimum {\ev\ +1} á i«/zmM«z{|«v|-rT}.

Then (Ev)[ev e H & (v')[\ev\ Ú |«v|]L so by induction hypothesis

(Ev)(v')[{p}b(ev,mv.) = 0];

this easily implies that p(x, y) -*■ 0. Towards a contradiction assume that also

p(x, j)->1. Then (Ev')(v)[{p}h(ev, «v)-> 1]; if we pick v such that |e„|<|x|

& (f')tk»l = |«v|]. then by induction hypothesis (v')[{p}h(em mv)=0], which yields

a contradiction.

Proof in this case that if |j|<|x|, then p(x, v) = l is symmetric and will be

omitted.

13. Semi-hyperprojective predicates. Fora fixed /I <= F*, let sHP(A) = sHP(A, cp)

be the class of all predicates semi-hyperprojective from A :

P(u) is in sHP(A) if for somefe A*,

P(u)o{f}h(u)^0.

Put

(13.2) HA = HnA*\KA = supremum {\x\ :x e HA}.

In this notation, clearly, kb=k. In general we would expect ka<k.

In many of the results below we shall need the assumption "A is hyperpro-

jective from A". We are mostly interested in the cases A = 0, A = B and A finite,

when this condition is of course satisfied.

Lemma 48. (a) Suppose P(u), Q(u) and R(y, u) are in sHP(A), let f(«) be total

and single-valued in HP(A). Then the predicates P(u) «fe ß(»),P(»)v Q(u), (Ey)R(y, «),

(y)R(y, u) and R(f(u), u) are in sHP(A).

(b) P(u) is in HP(A) if and only if both P(u) and P(u) are in sHP(A).

Proof. To prove two of the assertions of (a), if xr is the characteristic function

of R, then

(Ey)R(y, u) o 0 ■ vy[x¡t(y, u) -+ 0] -* 0,

(y)R(y, «) o sg(E(Xysg(xR(y, «)))) -* 0.

To prove (b) in the nontrivial direction, assume that xi and X2 are the functions

in HP(A) determining P(u) and P(u) respectively as in (13.1). Then by multiple-

valued cases,

Xp(u) = 0   ifvi(«)->0,

= 1    if y2(«)->0.
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We recall our blanket assumption that cp consists of single-valued total functions.

Lemma 49. Assume A is in HP(A). Then the set HA is not in HP(A).

Proof. We obtain a contradiction from the assumption that HA is hyperpro-

jective from A. By Theorem 6,

(13.3) {/}h(7)->0oq(7</>,0)£/i;

since q(/, u, z) is absolutely primitive computable in the list cp~ of (1Î.3) which

consists of integer-valued functions, Lemma 1 applies and we know that

(13.4) feA* ^qif,(fy,0)eA*.

Hence,

(13.5) fe A* => [{f}bif) -> 0 o q(/ </>, 0) e Ha].

Since HA is hyperprojective from A, the function

g(x) = l    ifq(x,<x>,0)E//^

= 0   ifq(x,<x>,0)£/n

is hyperprojective from A, say with index g e A*. But then we have

{g\(g) = i => q(s, <*>, o) £ ha^ {gUg) -> o

and

{gUg) = 0 => q(g, <gy, 0)tHA^ -n({g}b(g) -> 0),

which is a contradiction.

Theorem 8. (a) There is a combinatorial function eh(m, u) such that a predicate

P(u) is in sHP(A) only if there is an me A* such that

(13.6) P(u) o eh(w, «) £ H.

(b) Assume A is in HP(A), let P(u) be in sHP(A), let f(u) be any single-valued

total function in HP(A) such that

(13.7) P(u)of(u)eH.

Then P(u) is in HP(A) if and only if

(13.8) supremum{\f(u)\:P(u)} < ka.

(Boundedness theorem.)

Proof. To prove (a), choose g e 0* so that

(13.9) {g};r(m, u, v) = q(T«, <k>, 0)

and put

(13.10) eh(m, «) = <2, Sk + 1(g, m, «)>.
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Now given P(u) in sHP(A), choose me A* such that P(«) o {m}b(u) ->- 0; then

F(«) o q(m, <»>, 0) e H o (v)[{Sk + 1(g, m, u)}~(v) eH]o eh(m, u) e H.

To prove (b) one way, suppose (13.8) holds, choose z e HA so that

supremum {\f(u)\ : P(u)} ^ \z\.

Then F(») o p(f(»), z)=0 where p(x, y) is the function of Theorem 7, so F(») is in

HP(A).

For the other direction  suppose that supremum {\f(u)\:P(u)}^KA but that

nevertheless F(») is in HP(A). Then

x e HA o x e A* «fe (Eu)[P(u) & p(x, f(»)) = 0]

which implies easily that HA is in HP(A), contradicting Lemma 49.

Lemma 50. (a) H is absolutely semi-hyperprojective. (b) If A is in HP(A), then

HA is in sHP(A).

Proof. The predicate {/}h(/) -> 0 is in sHP; it is easy to see that it is not hyper-

projective, for if it were we could define

g(/)=l    if {/}„(/) ->0,

= o if^({/}h(/)^o),

and choosing g so that g(f)={g}b(f) we could easily get a contradiction by con-

sidering g(g). Thus {/}„(/) -> 0 o h(f) e H for some absolutely primitive com-

putable h(f), and

supremum {\h(f)\ :{/},(/) -> 0} = k

by Theorem 8. Hence

(13.11) xeHo (Ef)[{fUf) -> 0 «fe p(x, hi/)) -> 0],

where p(x, y) is the function of Theorem 7, which easily shows that H is in sHP.

(b) is immediate.

Lemma 51. Let P(u) and Q(u) be in sHP(A). There exist predicates Py(u), Qy(u) in

sHP(A) such that

Py(u) => F(«), &(«) => Q(u),

(13.12) F(«) V Q(u) => Fi(») V ßi(«),

-,(Fi(») & ßi(«)).

(Reduction lemma.)

Proof. Put

Fi(«)oF(«)&p(f(«),g(«))^0,

ßi(H)oß(«)&p(f(»),g(«))^l,
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where f(«) and g(a) are chosen in PR(A) by Theorem 8 so that

P(u)of(u)eH,       Q(u)og(u)eH,

and p(x, y) is the function of Theorem 7.

Lemma 52. Let f(u) be a totally defined multiple-valued function in HP(A) all of

whose values are integers. Then f(u) has a single-valued branch in HP(A), i.e. there

is a total single-valued function g(u) in HP(A) such that g c f. (Integer-valued single-

valuedness lemma.)

Proof. Put

P(u, i) o f(u) -> i & (j)[v(q(f, <«>, 0, q(/ <»>,j)) -> 0]

& COL/ < i => P(q(7, <«>J). q(7 <«>, 0) -> i],
g(w) = viP(u, i),

where f(n)={/},(«).

Lemma 53. Let f(u) be a totally defined multiple-valued function in HP(A). There

exists a totally defined multiple-valued function g(«) ¡« HP(A) such that

g(u) -> z => (Ez')[z' ~ z & f(«) -> z'],
(13.13) '

the predicate g(u) -> z is in HP(A).

Similarly with functionals, if f(gy,..., gm, u) is totally defined in HP(A), there is a

totally defined g(g1;..., gm, h) i« HP(A) such that

...... g(gl, • • •■ gm, «) ->■ Z => (EZ')[Z' ~ Z & f(gi, . . ., gm, u) -► z'],

(13.14)
lAe predicate g(gl5..., gm, u) -> z ij in HP(A).

(The normal branch lemma.)

Proof. Let f(«)={/}„(«), choose meO* such that

{m};TiJ, u, z) = q(7 <«>, z).

Since f(«) is totally defined, for each u there is a z such that f(«) -> z, so for each

« there is a z such that {m}PTiJ, u, z) e H. Hence, for each »,

(13.15) (3,Sk + 1im,f «)>£//

and

(13.16) (Pz)[f(«)^z&|q(/,<«>,z)| è \(.3,Sk + Km,f,u)\].

Thus we put

g(H) = vz[piqif, Cuy, z), <3, S* + \m,f, «)» -> 0]

and the argument above shows that g(«) is total. Now if g(«) ->• z, then q(f, <«>, z)

£ H, so by Theorem 6 there is a z'~z so that f(«) -+ z'.
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The lemma for functionals follows by exactly the same argument relative to the

list cp' = gi,..., gm, cp, for each fixed w-tuple gx,...,gm of functions.

Remark 17. There seems to be no hope of assigning to each total, hyperpro-

jective f(») a total, single-valued hyperprojective g(») such that g cf without using

some explicit well-ordering on B*. Lemma 53 seems to go as far as possible in this

direction and will in fact be very useful in the next section.

If f(») is total, single-valued and hyperprojective and if the predicate x=y is

hyperprojective, then the predicate f(»)=z is hyperprojective: because f(«) = z

oq(/ <«>, z) e H and f(»)/z o(Ez')[z' + z <&f(»)=z']. On the other hand, if

x=y is not hyperprojective and f(x) = x, then f(x)=z is not hyperprojective.

It is immediate from Lemma 46 that if x=y is hyperprojective and g(») is associ-

ated with f(») as in Lemma 53, then g cf.

Remark 18. Assume that cp is empty. We show that in this case a set of integers

is semi-hyperprojective if and only if it is in Ux, i.e. reducible to the set O of [5].

It will follow that if cp is empty, then the functions on co to co which are hyper-

projective are exactly the hyperarithmetic functions.

Let {e}k(x) be the eth partial recursive function in the sense of [4] (e, x e co),

put

x(e, x) = {<?}k(x)   ife,xe co, {e}k(x) is defined,

(13.17) =0 if e, xe co, |e}k(x) not defined,

= 1 if e $ co or x $ co.

We define a set S of natural numbers by the inductive clauses :

(a) leS,
(13.18)

(b) if for all xew, {<?}k(x) e S, then 3e e S.

It is a straightforward exercise in the theory of U\ sets to show that S is a complete

I1Î set, e.g. by reducing O to it.

For the fixed list cp = x consisting of one function only, choose a combinatorial

m(p) such that

(13.19) {m(p)};r(e, v) = {p};r(x(e, v))

and define the function p(x) by the recursion theorem for primitive computable

functions Lemma 14 from an indexp as follows:

p(x) = <1,0> ifx = 1,

(13.20) = <2, S\m(j>), e)>   if x = 3e, e e co,

= 0 otherwise.

We prove by induction on (13.18) that

(13.21) x e 5 => p(x) e H,
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where H is defined by (11.7) for the list <p = x- Clearly p(l) = <l, 0> e H, and if

3eE5, then for all vew, p({e}k(f)) = {/>}p~(x(e, v)) = {S1imip), e)}~(t;) e H, and

since for v<£w we have {S1im(j>), e)}~r(iO = <l, 0> e H, it follows that p(3e) =

<2, S1imip), e)> e H. Conversely, we can easily show by induction on the def-

inition of H that

(13.22) p(x) e H => x e S.

Thus by Lemma 50 the set S is absolutely semi-hyperprojective in x, i.e.

xe S o fix, x) -> 0

for some absolutely hyperprojective fix, x). Now since x is absolutely hyper-

projective in the empty cp, S is absolutely semi-hyperprojective in the empty cp by

Lemma 43.

Now suppose that B^= 0, let b e B be fixed. We define a predicate {/}if(«) -» z

on finite sequences/ u, z of b* by restricting all variables in clauses C0'-C10' to

elements of b*. In particular C10' becomes

C10'#. If for all y e b* there is a ue b* such that {g}#(y, x) -> u and if there is a

yeb* such that {g}#(y, x) -> 0, then {<10, «, g»#(x) -» 0. If for ally e b* there is a

u £ b*, u^O, such that {g}#(y, x) -> m, then {<10, u, g>}#(x) -> 1.

It is now easy to show by induction on CO'-CIO' that

(13.23) ififU«) -* z, then {f#}$(u#) -> z#,

where x# is defined by (3.12) in the proof of Lemma 5, and u# = uf,..., wjf.

Conversely we can show by induction on C0'#-C10'# that

if{f#}b(u#) -> z#, then there exists a z' such that
(13 241

z# = z'#and{f}b(u)-*z'.

We gave cases C5'# and C10'# of this induction as examples.

Case C5'#. Suppose {«#}{f(x) -> w# and {g#)t(«#, x#) -* z#. By ind. hyp. there

exist u' and z' such that u# = u'# and z#=z'# and {«}h(x)-^ «', {g}h(w, x) -> z'.

Now from Example 6 we know that if cp is empty then

u ~ v o u# = vft.

Hence by Lemma 45 there is a z"~z', i.e. z"# = z'# so that {g}h(t/, x)->z" from

which it follows that {f}b(x) -> z" ~ z.

Case C10'#. Suppose that for every yeb* there is a ueb*, w^O such that

{g#}jf(v, x#) -y u. Then for each y e B* there is a »,¿0 such that {g^ífí.y*, x#)

-> m, so by ind. hyp. for each y e B* there is a m'~u (hence as above, kVO) such

that {g}b(y, x) -► w'. Thus {/}h(x) -> 1. The argument is similar if {/}h(x) -> 0 in

this case.

Now from (13.23) and (13.24) it follows that if {/}h(«) is single-valued on b*

and maps b* into b*, then

uy,...,ukeb* => {f}biUy, ...,uk) = {f#}iiuy,..., uk).
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To the predicate P(f, », z) o{/}if(»)->z on i* we can associate a number-

theoretic predicate cP(f, »', z') by the method of the proof of Lemma 5, which

then by an analysis of inductive definitions like that of Wang in [24] is seen to be

nL It follows that every predicate of natural numbers which is semi-hyperpro-

jective in the empty cp is II \, and hence that every hyperprojective function on co

to co is hyperarithmetic.

Proof is a little simpler if B= 0.

14. Reduced ordinals.    For each A^B*, each x e HA, put

(14.1) \x\A = order type of{\y\ : y e HA & | v| < |x|},

and put

(14.2) Xa = supremum {\x\A : x e HA}.

Clearly |x|s=|x| for each x and Xb = k. We call the ordinals \x\A the reduced

ordinals of HA. In general we expect \x\A to be much smaller than |x| ; e.g. if A is

denumerable then HA is denumerable, so each \x\A is denumerable, while in general

|x| is uncountable.

In this section we characterize Xa (when A is hyperprojective from A) as the

smallest ordinal not realizable by a partial well-ordering which is hyperprojective

from A.

We recall our blanket assumption that cp consists of total, single-valued functions.

Lemma 54. Assume that A is hyperprojective from A. If x e HA and x'~x, then

x' e HA and |x'| = |x|.

Proof. Since A is hyperprojective from A, it is in particular hyperprojective,

hence A* is hyperprojective. Hence by Lemma 45, if x e A* and x~x', then x' e A*.

Thus it is enough to show that x e H & x'~x => x' e H «fe |x'| = |x|.

■Now

x e H o f(x) -+ 0,        \u\ fí \v\ o p(u, v)-+0   (u,veH),

for suitable absolutely hyperprojective f(x), p(u, v), so again by Lemma 45, if

f(x) ->■ 0 and x~x' then f(x') -» 0, so x' e H. Also, the relation of x' to any ueH

is the same as that of x, since by Lemma 45 p(w, x) ->- 0 o p(u, x') -> 0, hence

|x'| = |x|.

Lemma 55. Assume that A is hyperprojective from A. Let f(x) be totally defined,

hyperprojective from A and such that for each x, f(x)<=/tr. Then

(14.3) supremumx infimumz{\z\: f(x) -> z} < ka.

Proof. Towards a contradiction assume that f(x) satisfies the hypothesis but

that the ordinal on the left of (14.3) is = ka. Choose g(x) by Lemma 53 to be total,

hyperprojective from A, such that g(x) -» z is hyperprojective from A and such
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that g(x) —> z => (Ez')[z' ~z «fe f(x) —> z']. Lemma 54 now implies that for each x,

g(x) c H and that

(|z|:g(x)^z}<={|z'|:f(x)-►*'},

so that

(14.4) supremumx infimumz {\z\: g(x) —>z} ^ /c4.

Thus we have

xeHAoxeA* &(Ey)(Ez)[g(y)->z «fep(x, z)->0]

which easily implies that HA is hyperprojective from ^4, contradicting Lemma 49.

We call a partial ordering x<y hyperprojective from A if as a predicate (false

when either x or y are not in the field of <) it is hyperprojective from A. If x<y

is a partial well-ordering we attach to each x in its field an ordinal |x|^ in the usual

fashion:

x|^ = 0 if x is a minimal element,

x|^ = supremum {\y\^ +1 : y -< x} if x is not minimal,
(14.5)

where

(14.6) x< y ox < y&—¡(y < x).

Put

(14.7) \<\ = supremum {|x|^: x < x}.

An ordinal <f is hyperprojective from A if there exists a partial well-ordering

x<y which is hyperprojective from A and such that <f = |;<|.

Theorem 9. (a) Each ordinal Ç<XA is hyperprojective from A.

(b) If A is hyperprojective from A, then Xa is not hyperprojective from A.

Proof, (a) is immediate by setting for each z e HA,

x <zy o [xe A* & y e A* <fe |x| ^ \y\ «fe \y\ < \z\]

and using Theorem 7.

To prove (b) by contradiction, suppose that x<y is hyperprojective from A

and | < | = Xa. First put

h(/ y, x, z) = 1    // -nCv ■< x) v [y < x & p(z, {f}b(y)) -> 1,

= 0   ify<x&p(z,{f}b(y))-+0.

Using the recursion theorem, Lemma 41, we define a function f(x) with index

/such that

„ „ ru fW = *& £ ̂  '? ->(* * X> V  W^ * * * * 2S J*
(14.9)

= i^z[z e HA «fe E(Ayh(/, j, x, z)) -> 1 ] otherwise.
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If —i(x^x), then clearly f(x) is defined and in fact f(x) = HA. We prove by trans-

finite induction on |x|^ that

if x -<x, then f(x) is defined, f(x) <= HA and

infimum {\z\A: f(x)—¡~ z} = |x|^.

If x is minimal then f(x) = HA, so (14.10) is trivially true. If x is not minimal, then

by definition

fix) -> z o z £ HA & iy)[hifi y, x, z) -* 1]

ozeHA& iy)[y <x^ p(z, {f}b(y)) -> 1].

Now f(y)={f}b(y) is multiple-valued, so the last equivalence means

f(x) -> z o z £ HA & (y)[y < x => (Ez')[f(y) -> z' & |z'| < |z|]]

ozeHA& (y)[y < x => (Fz')[f(j) -* z' & |^'|^ < |z|A]]

where we have used the induction hypothesis to infer that ify<x and f(y) -> z', then

z' e /P4 and also the obvious fact

(14.11) z,z'eHA => [|z'| < |z| o|z'|A < Izl4].

Now by induction hypothesis, for each y<x, infimum^ {\z'\A:f(y)^-z'}= \y\^.

Hence

f(x) -> z o z e HA & (y)[y < x => \y\* < \z\A] oze HA & \z\A ä |x|^.

The hypothesis of the theorem implies then that f(x) is totally defined, that for

each x, f(x) c ffA and that

supremumxinfimumz{\z\A:f(x)-^-z} = Xa;

hence

supremumx infimum;. {|z|: f(x) -> z} = ka

contradicting Lemma 55.

Remark 19. Let us call a partial well-ordering < strongly hyperprojective from

A if it is hyperprojective from A and if its field is a subset of A*. The proof of

Theorem 9 shows that every ordinal $ < Xa is realizable by a partial well-ordering

which is strongly hyperprojective from A.

Suppose that x<y is strongly hyperprojective from A and | < | > Xa. Then there

exists some x0 in the field of ;< such that the partial ordering ;< restricted to

{x:x^x0} has ordinal Xa. Since x0£^*, this new partial well-ordering is hyper-

projective from A and hence it contradicts part (b) of Theorem 9. Thus Xa is the

supremum of the ordinals realizable by partial well-orderings strongly hyperprojective

from A.

However it is not in general true that Xa is the supremum of the ordinals realiz-

able by partial well-orderings hyperprojective from A. Because if x e HA and we
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consider the restriction of the partial ordering on H to {y:y e H &\y\< |x|}, this

partial well-ordering is hyperprojective from A and has the ordinal |x| associated

with it which is in general greater than \x\A and perhaps greater than Xa.

Lemma 56. (a) Suppose A* can be well-ordered hyperprojectively from A. Then

Xa is the smallest ordinal not realizable by a well-ordering hyperprojective from A.

(b) If A is finite, then A* can be well-ordered hyperprojectively from A.

Proof. To prove (a) it is enough to show that every f < Xa can be realized by a

well-ordering hyperprojective from A. Let ;< be the given well-ordering on A*,

put

xeCoxeA*8c (y)[y e A* & \y\ = |x| => x < y]

and then consider the partial ordering of H restricted to C.

(b) is immediate, since when A is finite, then A* can be effectively enumerated

without repetitions by a function in PR(A).

15. The length of the hyperprojective hierarchy.    For each z e H, put

(15.1) H,ix) o \(x)2\ S \z\ & \(x)y\ Ú \(x)2\.

The theorem below summarizes several results which we have essentially already

proved.

We recall our blanket assumption that cp consists of single-valued total functions.

Theorem 10. Assume that A is hyperprojective from A.

(a) HA is semi-hyperprojective from A, HAc:A*.

(b) There is an absolutely hyperprojective function p(x, z), such that ifz e HA, then

Axp(x, z) i'j total, single-valued and

\x\A ¿ \z\Aov(x,z) = 0,

i.e. in the partial well-ordering Xxy\x\A-¿\y\A on HA, the set of predecessors of

z e HA is hyperprojective from A and uniformly in z e HA.

(c) There is an absolutely hyperprojective function h(x, z) such that if ze HA,

then Axh(x, z) is the characteristic function of Hz(x), i.e. Hz(x) is hyperprojective

from A, uniformly for z e HA.

(d) Each predicate P(u) which is hyperprojective from A is search computable from

A in some Hz(x), z e HA.

(e) If \z\A^ \z'\A, then Hz(x) is search computable from A in H¿(x).

Proof, (a) is part (b) of Lemma 50. (b) comes from Theorem 7 and the obser-

vation that for x, z in HA, \x\A^\z\Ao |x|¿|z|. (c) again is immediate from

Theorem 7. (d) follows easily from Theorem 8. (e) is obvious from

\z\A S \z'\A » Hz(x) o Hz.(((x)y, z» & Hz,(x).
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The assertions above seem to establish an adequate hierarchy for HP(A), except

for one thing: it is not in general true that if |z|il<|z'|'4, then H„- is not search

computable from A in Hz. Thus the problem is to show that the order type of

{|z|:ze/í'4«fe(w)[we/1í^«&|w| < |z| => Hz
(15.2) " i   i      i i

is not search computable from A in Hw]}

is what it should be, namely Xa. In this section we show that any hierarchy for

HP(A) which satisfies the structural criteria of Theorem 10 must have length Xa.

Lemma 57. Assume A is hyperprojective from A, let "f", "g" be variables over

one-place p.m.v''s. There is a functional compi (f, g), hyperprojective from A, such

that iff is single-valued, total and integer-valued and if g is single-valued, total, then

compi (f, g) is defined, compi (f, g)=0 or 1 and

(15.3) compi (f, g) = 0 o f is search computable from A in g.

Proof. By the normal form Theorem 1,

f is search computable from A in g

o (Ee)[e eA*& (x)(Ey)[T(g, e, x, y) & <7(g, e, x, y) ~ f(x)]]

when the restrictions on f and g of the lemma are satisfied.

Lemma 58. Assume A is hyperprojective from A. There is a function comp (/ g),

hyperprojective from A, such that if Ax{/}h(x), Xx{g}h(x) are single-valued and total

and if Ax{/}h(x) is integer-valued, then comp (/ g) is defined, comp (/ g) = 0 or 1

and

(15.4) comp (/ g) = 0 o Ax{/}h(x) is search computable from A in Ax{g}h(x).

Proof. Using the transitivity Lemma 43 and recalling that we have defined

{«}h(«) even for empty « we have

compi (Ax{/}h(x), Xx{g}h(x)) = {trh (compx,f)}b(Xx{g}b(x))

= {^b(trb(compx,f), g)}b( )

where compx is an index of compj (f, g) from A, so we can put

comp (/ g) = {trh(trh(cow/?i,/); g)}b( ).

Theorem 11. Assume that A is hyperprojective from A. Let G be a set, < a

partial well-ordering on G and for each z e G let Gz(x) be a predicate, so that the

following conditions are satisfied:

(a) G is semi-hyperprojective from A, G^A*.

(b) There is a function px(x, z), hyperprojective from A-, such that if zeG, then

Axpi(x, z) is completely defined, single-valued and

|x|* Ú \z\* -«-pi(x, z) = 0.
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(c) There is a function hy(x, z), hyperprojective from A, such that if z e G, then

Axhi(x, z) i'j the characteristic function of Gz(x).

(d) Each predicate P(u) which is hyperprojective from A is search computable

from A in some Gz(x), z eG.

Then the ordinal \ < | associated with the partial well-ordering < is Xa.

Proof. For each zeG, the partial well-ordering

x<zyo\y\^ < |z|*&|x|* ú \y\*

is strongly hyperprojective from A with ordinal |z|=\ hence by Remark 19,

|z|^<A-4, so that |^| SXa, We shall derive a contradiction from the assumption

(15.5) \<\ = \w0\A,   w0eHA.

Let us first show that there is no y e G so that

for each z e HA, there ¡save G, \v\^ < I v|á,
(15.6) ' ' '   '

such that Hz is search computable from A in Gv;

because if (15.6) were true for some y e G, then every set hyperprojective from A

would be search computable from A in the predicate P(x) defined by

P(x)o\(x)y\* < \y\l&GMl((x)0),

which by assumptions (b) and (c) of the theorem is hyperprojective from A.

However, it is very easy to show that there are always predicates hyperprojective

from A which are not search computable in P, e.g. take (Ey)T(xP, x, x, y) and use

Lemma 44 and Theorem 4.

Put

g(y) = vz[zeHA&(v)[\v\l <\y\*

=> Hz is not search computable from A in Gv]].

Assumptions (b) and (c) of the theorem and Lemma 58 imply that g( v) is hyper-

projective from A. The fact that (15.6) cannot hold for any y e G, implies that if

y £ G, then g(v) is defined, by definition g(y) c/P4, and clearly

\y\*¿\/\* =>«(/) c gOO-

Finally, assumption (d) of the theorem and part (e) of Theorem 10 imply that

(15.8) supremumyeG infimumz [\z\: g(y) -> z] = ka.

We now define a function f(x), using the recursion theorem, Lemma 41 and,

multiple-valued definition by cases, Lemma 30, so that the following conditions

are satisfied :

fix) = vz[z £ G] if-\x £ A* & \x\A < \w0\A],

= vz[zeG]ifx = <1,0>,
(15.9)

= vz[z eG& (y)[\y\A < \x\A => \f(y)\* < \z\*]]

ifx e A* & |x|A < \w0\A & x ^ <1, 0>.
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A careful statement of the third case would of course involve E ; the multiple-valued

interpretation of that case is

f(x) -^zoze G «fe (y)[\y\A < \x\A => (Ez')[f(y)-> z' «fe |z'|* < |z|*]].

It is immediate that, if —i[x e A* «fe \x\A< \w0\A], then f(x) = G. It is also easy to

show by transfinite induction on \x\A, that if x e A* <fe |x|"*< |w0|^> then

(15.10) infimum, [\z\*: f(x) ->z] = \x\A.

Now consider the function

(15.11) h(x) = g(f(x)),

where the composition is interpreted as composition of multiple-valued functions.

It is hyperprojective from A, completely defined, for each x, h(x)^H (by (15.9)

and (15.7)) and by (15.10) and (15.8),

supremumx infimum, {\z\: h(x) —> z} = ka,

contradicting Lemma 55.

Remark 20. We can prove (15.2) from Theorem 11, by taking

G = {z e HA: (w)[|u>| < |z| => Hz is not search computable from A in Hw}

and taking < to be the restriction of the ordering on H to G.

16. The first recursion theorem for hyperprojective functions. Lemma 53 was

very useful in proving Lemma 55, which again was the main tool for proving

Theorems 9 and 11. We give here a name to the functions whose existence was

shown in Lemma 53.

A p.m.v. function f(«) is normal (from A) if the predicate f(«) -> z is hyperpro-

jective (from A). It is clear that normal functions are hyperprojective, since

f(«) = vz[f(«)-+4

Put

(16.1) f e. g o («)(z)[f(«) -> z => (Fz')[g(a) -► z' «fez- z']].

It is immediate that if x=y is hyperprojective, then single-valued total hyper-

projective functions are normal and f c«, g coincides with f cg.

Lemma 59. If {/}h(x, «) -> z and xc~x'> then for some z'~z, {/}h(y/, «) -*■ z'.

Hence, iff(x, ») is a p.m.v. hyperprojective functional and y <=„ y/, then

f(x,u)^,f(x,u).

Proof is by induction on CO'-CIO'.

Case CO. Subcase (a). {/}(y, tx,. ..,tno, x) = x(ty,..., tno). If {/}h(y, tlt..., tno, x)

-> z, then x('i, • • -, tno) -» z, hence x'('n ■ ■ ■■> O -^-z'~z by assumption, hence

{f}b(X,ty,...,tno,X)^Z'.

Case CO. Subcase (b) and C1-C4 are trivial.
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Case C5. {f}ix,x) = {g}ix,{h}(x,x),x). If {/}h(x, x) -> z, then for some u

{«}h(x» x)->u and {g}h(x, u, x) -> z, hence by ind. hyp. there exist u', z' so that

{«}h(x'> x) —> «', {g}h(x'> M> x) -> z' and w'~w, z'~r. Now by Lemma 45,

{g}bix',u',x)^z"

for some z" ~z' ~z, hence {/}h(x', x) -> z"~z.

Case C6 is handled like Case C5 and Cases C7, C8, C9 are immediate.

Case C10. {/}(x, x) = E(Aj{g}(x, y, x)). Assume that {/}h(x, x) -> 1 ; then for

each v, {g}h(x, J, x) -»■ My^0, so by ind. hyp. for each v there is a i4~wv (hence

ii^O) such that {g)bix, y, x) -*■ hJ, which immediately implies {/}h(x\ x)-> 1.

Similarly for the case {/}h(x, x) -► 0.

We recall our blanket assumption that cp consists of total, single-valued functions.

Lemma 60. If {f}bix, u) —> z, then there exists a x'^-X and a z'~z such that

X is normal in x and {f}bix', «) -> z'.

Proof is again by induction on CO'-CIO'.

Case CO. Subcase (a). {/}(x, flt..., r„0, x) = x(/,..., r„0). Put

X'(t'y,...,tno)^z' Ot'y  ~  ?!&••• &tno ~  íno&z'  ~Z,

where we assume that {/}h(x, ii,..., i„0, x) -► z. Clearly x c~ X> x' is normal and

if\(x, h, ...,r„0, x)->z.

Case CO. Subcase (b) and Cases C1-C4. Take v/ to be the totally undefined

function.

Case C5. {/}(x,x)={g}(x,{«}(x,x), x). If {/}h(x, x) -> z, then for some m,

{«}h(x, x)^m, {g}h(x, m, x) -> z, so by ind. hyp. there exist u'~u, z'~z, x'c~x>

x"c~x> both x', x" normal in x, such that {/i}h(x', x) -> u', {g}bix", u, x) -> z'.

Put

(16.2)     xmih, ■■■, tno) ̂ zo [x'ity,..., tno) -+Z] V [x"('i, • • •> 'n„) -+ *]»

Clearly x" ¡s normal in x, x" c~ X a°d since x' c~ x"> x" c~ x"> we have {//}h(x", x)

^u", {g}h(x", m, x)-> z", by Lemma 59, where u"~u'~u, z"~z'~z. The result

follows immediately by an application of Lemma 45.

Cases C6-C9 are handled similarly.

Case C10. {/}(*, x) = E(A.y{g}(x, y, x)). Suppose {f\ix, x) -> 1. By ind. hyp.

then for each y there is a Xy^-X» Xy normal in x. and a uy^0 such that

{g}hixy, y, x) -*■ uy. For each y, since x¡, is normal in x, there exists an my such that

Xvih, ■■■, tno) ->zo eh(my, ty,..., tno, z) e H(x),

by Theorem 8. (Here H(x) is H relative to the list x, 9- Similarly for x £ Z/(x) we

put |x|(x) for the ordinal associated with x by (12.1).)

Put

,t<„   fO0 = M(v)o e Hix) & (Ez')[{g}bix\ y, x) -> z' & z' ~ («■),.]
(16.3)

AW^o&x^-xL
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where

(16.4) xv(ty,..., tj -> z o \eh((v)2, ty,..., tno, z)\(x) S KtOoKx).

Since an index of the hyperprojective function xv can be easily computed from v,

we can use the transitivity Lemma 43 to see that f(y) is hyperprojective in y.

Since f(y) is completely defined, Lemma 53 applies and there is a normal (in x)

total function f'(y) such that f'cj. Put

(16 5)   x'^1'---'i^_>z

o (Ey)(Ev')[f'(y) -W «fe \eh((v')2, tx,..., tno, z)|(y) í \(v')0\(x)].

It is immediate that / is normal in y. The predicate in brackets in (16.3) is semi-

hyperprojective in x, hence by Lemma 45, f(y) -> v and v' ~ v => f(y) -> v' ; hence

f'cf, so that if f'(y) ■-* v, then f(y) ->■ v and x" c~ X> hence x' c~ x- Moreover, for

each j» there is a v such that f'(y) -> t>, (/K^O and {g}b(xv, y, x) -> (v)x, so that

{g}h(x', J'. x) -> (¡;)i and {/}h(x', *)-*> Í.

The argument is similar on the assumption {f}b(x, x) -> 0.

Theorem 12. Let f(x, x) Ae a p.m.v. functional which is hyperprojective from A.

There exists a p.m.v. function x, hyperprojective from A, such that

(16.6) %, x) = ¿ x(x), all x (i.e. f(x, x) c „ x(x) and x(x) «= - f(x, x))

£2«cí

(16.7) //f(x', x) -. x'(x), allx, then xc~X-

(The first recursion theorem.)

Proof is similar to that of Theorem 2. To each z e H we assign a function

(16.8) X<i.o> = 0,   x,(*) = f( U  X*,x)
\|3'I<|Z| /

and we put

(16.9) x(x) = HmitZEH x2-(x).

Clearly Xz depends only on the ordinal |z|.

Using Lemma 59 and transfinite induction we easily obtain

(16.10) |z'| = |z| => x* ^~ Xz-

Again, if f(x', x) = „x'(*)> all x, then we easily show by transfinite induction that

Xz c~ v', so x c~ x and we have proved (16.7).

Consider the function

g(p, z, x) =   IJ  {{phrVMx)
(16.11) |z'l<121

= {{p}pr(vz'[zeH&\z'\ < \z\)}b(x);
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it is clearly absolutely hyperprojective, so let g e 0* be an index of it. Using the

recursion theorem for primitive computable functions Lemma 15, choose p so

that

(16.12) {p}PT(z) = trb(f,S2(g,p,z)),

where/is an index of fand trh(/ c) is the transitivity function of Lemma 43. Then

for ze H,

(16.13) xz(x) = {{p}Pr(z)}b(x)

by the following transfinite induction :

Xz(x) = {/}h( U   Xz; x)

= {/}h(Ax   U   {{phÁzMx), x)   by ind. hyp.
V       |z'l<|z| /

= {f}b(Xx{S2(g,p, z)}b(x), x) = {trb(f, S2(g,p, z))}b(x)

= {{F}Pr(z)}h(x).

Hence x(x) is hyperprojective from A, since

(16.14) x(x) = {{p}PT(vz[z e H])}b(x).

It remains to show (16.6). An easy transfinite induction shows that for each

zeH, Xz(x)c ~ f(x, x), hence x(x) <= ~ f(x, x). To show also f(x, x) <= _ x(x), assume

that f(x, x) -> w, hence by Lemma 60 and since x is hyperprojective there is a

normal x c~ X such that f(x', x) -> w; we shall show that for some zeH, x c~Xz,

so that Xz(x) -> w', w'~w, and hence x(x) -> w' as required. Put

h(x,z) = <l,0>   if-,[*'(*)->z],
(16.15)

= vu[u e H «fe xu(x) ~ z]   if x'(x) -> z.

By our multiple-valued interpretation of composition,

X„(x) ~ z o (Ez')[Xu(x) -+z'&z' ~z],

and this predicate is semi-hyperprojective from A, since u~v is absolutely hyper-

projective and Xu(x) is hyperprojective from A uniformly for ueH by (16.13).

Thus h(x, z) is hyperprojective from A and since x'c:~X' h(x, z) is completely

defined, h(x, z) <=//. By Lemma 55 then there is a z0 e HA so that

supremum, infimumu {\u\: h(x, z) -> u} ^ |z0| ;

it follows immediately that x c~ AV

The last part of the proof shows in fact that

(16.16) x(x) = limits xz(x).

Remark 21. Since for integers i,j, i=j o i~/ Theorem 12 implies immediately
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that i/f(x, x) /j integer-valued hyperprojective from A, then the least p.m.v. x that

satisfies

(16.17) (x)[%, x) = x(x)]

i'j hyperprojective from A.

Let F be a function on subsets of B* to subsets of B* ; we call F monotone, if

(16.18) C£ D => F(C) c F(F>).

For any monotone F, put

(16.19) Co(F) = 0,    Q(F) = F((J C„(F)\,    C(F) = U Q(F);

it is evident from cardinality considerations that for some ordinal $, Q(F) = C(F)

and that C(F) is the least set that satisfies

(16.20) F(C) = C.

Let us call F hyperprojective from A if the (partial, single-valued) function

f(x, x) defined by

(16.21) %x)->0oxeF({j:^)->0})

is hyperprojective from A. In the notation of the proof of the theorem, we then

have for each zeH,

(16.22) x*(*)^0oxeC|2|(F)

and the partial function

(16.23) x(x) -> 0 o x £ C(F)

is the least solution of (16.17). Thus, if F i'j monotone and hyperprojective from A,

then C(F) is semi-hyperprojective from A and C(F) = Q(F)/or some $^k.

Put

xeF(C)^x = <1,0> v [x = (2,ey&eePRIy&(v)[eveC]]
(16.24)

v [x = <3, e> & e £ PRIy & (Ft>)[e„ e C]],

where e = (x)2. It is immediate that F is monotone and absolutely hyperprojective

and that C(F) = //. Thus a relation P(u) is in sHP(A) if and only if

(16.25) P(u)og(u)eC(F)

for some monotone absolutely hyperprojective F and some g(u), primitive computable

from A.

17. Representation theorems. The chief problem of [5] was to find explicit

forms for the predicate x e O in a suitable language and similarly, the main results

of [6] are the explicit forms that Kleene obtains for {e}(ct)^z. We devote the last

three sections of this paper to such representation theorem for H and hence for

all hyperprojective predicates.
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The letters "S", "F", " U" will be used as variables for one-place fully defined

functions on B* with range in {0, 1}, i.e. characteristic functions for sets. A pred-

icate R(S, T, u) is in a class of predicates, e.g. PR(A) or HP(A), if there is a

predicate F'(x, <A, ») in this class which coincides with R when x, "A are restricted

to be characteristic functions.

We shall be using the restricted quantifiers (ES)HPiA), (S)HPU),

(17.1) (ES)HPU)R(S) o (ES)[S e HP(A) & R(S)],

(17.2) (S)HPU)R(S) o (S)[S e HP(A) => R(S)].

We recall our blanket assumption that cp consists of total, single-valued functions.

Put

g(z, x) = 0   if (z)i e H «fe (z)2 e PRIX & |{(z)2}pr(x)| = |(z)i|,

= 1    if(z)yeH& -n[(z)2 e PRIy «fe |{(z)2}pr(x)| Í |(z)i|],

(17.4) gz(x) = g(z, x).

It is clear that the function g(z, x) is absolutely hyperprojective. Using Theorem 8,

it is easy to see that as (z)x varies over HA and (z)2 varies over A*, gz(x) varies over

all characteristic functions which are hyperprojective from A.

Lemma 61. Assume A is hyperprojective from A, let R(x, S) be semi-hyperpro-

jective from A.

(17.5) (x)(ES)R(x, S) o (ES)(x)(Ey)R(x, XtS«y, i»),

(17.6) (x)(ES)„PMR(x, S) o (ES)HPlA)(x)(Ey)R(x, XtS((y, »)).

Proofs of (17.5) and of the right-to-left direction of (17.6) are trivial. To prove

(17.6) from the left to the right we compute:

(x)(ES)HPiA)R(x, S) => (x)(Ez)[(z\ e HA & (z)2 e A* «fe F(x, gz)]

=> (Ez0)[z0 eHA& (x)(Fz)[(z)i e HA «fe \(z)y\ í \z0\

& (z)2 e A* «fe F(x, gz)]],

where we have used Lemma 55. We then obtain the right-hand side if we put

S(u) = g((u)y, (u)2)   if Seq (u) «fe (M)0 = 2 «fe |C")x,i| á N & («)1>a 6 A*,

— 0 otherwise.

The duals of (17.5) and (17.6) are

(17.7) (Ex)(S)R(x, S) o (S)(Ex)(y)R(x, XtS«y, t»),

(17.8) (Ex)(S)HPlA)R(x, S) o (S)HP(A)(Ex)(y)R(x, XtS«y, t}));

they hold in case R is the negative of a predicate semi-hyperprojective from A.

All four equivalences (17.5)—(17.8) hold if F is hyperprojective from A.
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Lemma 62. Let R(xy,..., xn) be semi-hyperprojective from A, let Q¡ be E or V

for i=l,..., «. Then

(17.9) (QyXy) ■ ■ ■ (Qnxn)R(xy, ...,xn)o (ES)(u)(Ev)R'(S, u, v),

(17.10) (QyXy) ■ ■ ■ (QnXn)R(Xy, ■ ■ ■, xn) <> (ES)HP(A)(u)(Ev)R'(S, U, v)

where R' is a positive propositional combination of absolutely primitive computable

predicates and predicates obtained from R by substitution of absolutely primitive

computable functions for the variables of R, so that if R is in any of the classes

PR(A), SC(A), 7T°n(A), a°n(A), HP(A), so is K.

Proof. We first contract adjacent like quantifiers in the prefix of R using the

trivial equivalence (x)(y)Q(x,y) o(u)Q((u)y,(u)2), so that we may assume that

(ôiXi)- • (Qnxn)R is of the form

(xy)(Eyy) ■ ■ ■ (xn)(Eyn)R(xy, v»,..., xn, yn).

The construction of R' is by induction on «. Suppose then that «> 1, put P(x,, vj

o (x2)(Ey2)- ■ (xn)(Eyn)R, so that the given expression is (x1)(Pj1)P(x1, yy). Now

the equivalences

(17 11)     (xMEyJP(x» *¿ ~ (ES)[(Xy)(Eyy)S((Xy, Vl» = 0

& (Xl)(^l)[5«Xl, Jl>)   =   0 => P(Xy, Jl)]]>

(17 12)   te^y^*1'yi) ** (£'5WA)[(xi)(Fy1)S«x1, y¿>) = 0

& (Xl)(yi)[S«XU Jl>) = 0  => P(Xy, yy)]]

are trivial, except perhaps for the left-to-right implication in (17.12). To prove this,

assume (x1)(Py1)P(x1, yx), put g(x^ = vyyP(xx, yy) and by the normal branch lemma,

Lemma 53, let g,c=~g be such that g'(xi)->j'i is hyperprojective from A. Put

S(u) = 0   ifg'(0»)i)->(«)2,

= 1    otherwise

and then verify that S satisfies the right-hand side of (17.12). (If 5«x1; V].» = 0,

then for some y[ ~yy, g(X]j -*■ vi, so P(x1; vi), hence P(xl5 yx) by Lemma 45 since

P(xl5 yx) is semi-hyperprojective.)

Now the expression (xy)(yy)[S({xy, j].»=0 => P(xy, yy)] after trivial lower

predicate calculus transformations and contractions of variables can be put in

prenex form with « — 1 alterations of quantifiers, so by ind. hyp. it can be put in

the form

(ET)(u)(Ev)P'(T, u, v) o (ET)HnA)(u)(Ev)P'(T, u, v).

Hence

(Xy)(Eyy)P(xy, yx) o (PS)[(x1)(Fv1)S«x1, v»>) = 0 & (ET)(u)(Ev)P'(T, u, »)]

o(ES)HP{A)[(xy)(Eyy)S((xy,yyy) = 0

& (ET)HP(A)(u)(Ev)P'(T, u, v)]
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which easily implies the result by a careful bringing of the quantifiers to the front

and contracting of adjacent like quantifiers.

Theorem 13. There is an absolutely primitive computable predicate R(S, u, v, x),

such that

(17.13) xeHo(S)(Eu)(v)R(S, u, v, x).

(The first representation theorem.)

Proof. This is a simple analysis from the outside of the inductive definition of

H. Put

SAT(S) o S«l, 0» = 0 «fe (e)[e e PRIy «fe (v)[S(ev) = 0] => S({2, e» = 0]

«fe (e)[e ePRIy «fe (Ev)[S(ev) = 0] => S(Q, e» = 0].

One proves easily that

SAT(S) «fe SAT(F) <& (x)[U(x) = 0 o [S(x) = 0 «fe F(x) = 0]] => SAT(i/),

and evidently xe Ho (S)[SAT(S) =>S(x)=0]. We now bring the predicate

SAT(,S) => S(x) = 0 into prenex form and then use the dual of (17.9) and con-

traction of variables.

Remark 22. For the last transformation in the proof of Theorem 13 we need

the fact that the predicate 5(x) = i is absolutely primitive computable. Its charac-

teristic function is given by

f(S, x, i) = 0   if [S(x) -> 0 «fe i = 0] v [S(x) -> 1 «fe i = 1],

= 1    if [S(x) -> 0 «fe i = 1] V [S(x) -» 1 «fe i = 0],

using Lemma 7. We note this rather trivial fact, because the predicate g(x) -> i

is not primitive computable as a predicate of g, x, i when we let g range over all

partial multiple valued functions with range in co—in fact it is not even hyper-

projective as we can easily see using Lemma 60.

Put

Se WF o there exists no infinite sequence x0, xx,..., x„,...

' such that (n)[S((xn+x, xn» = 0].

Theorem 14. (a) There is an absolutely primitive computable predicate R(S,u,v,x)

such that

xeHo (ES)[S e WF «fe (u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x)]

(17'15) o (ES)HPM[S e WF «fe (u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x)].

(HP(x) = HP(Dx).)
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(b) Assume that A is semi-hyperprojective from A. There is a predicate P(S,u,v,x),

primitive computable from A, such that

xeHAo (ES)[S e WF «fe (u)(Ev)P(S, u, v, x)]
(17.16)

o (ES)HPW[S e WF & (u)(Ev)P(S, u, v, x)].

(The second representation theorem.)

Proof. Now we analyse the definition of H from the inside, as a transfinite

induction. For each S, put

n717) x<syoS«x,yy) = 0,

Ds = {x:(Ey)[S(((x, y}) = 0 v S«y, x» = 0]},

NICE(S)o[ < s is a partial ordering on Ds]

«fe [<1, 0> is the only minimal element of <s]

(17.18) & (e)[{2, e}eDs=>ee PRIy & (v)[ev < s <2, e>]]

& (e)[{3, e} e Ds => e e PRIy «fe (Ev)[ev < , <3, e}]]

«fe (x)[x e Ds => [x - <1,0> V x - <2, (x)2> v x = <3, (x)2>]].

We claim that

(17.19) xeHo (ES)[S e WF «fe NICE(S) «fe x e Ds],

(17.20) xeHo (ES)HPM[S e WF <& NICE(S) «fe x e Ds].

To prove (17.20) from left to right, put

S(u) = 0 o \(u)2\ = |x|<fe|(W)i| < |(«)3|.

To prove (17.19) from right to left, we show by an easy transfinite induction on

the partial well-ordering <s that if u e Ds, then ue H.

Part (a) of the theorem now follows by lower predicate calculus and Lemma

62.
T6 prove (b) we notice that from part (a) using the hypothesis that A is semi-

hyperprojective from A and contraction of variables, we easily construct a predicate

P(S, u, v, x), primitive computable from A such that

xeHAo (ES)[S e WF «fe (u)(Ev)P(S, u, v, x)]

o (ES)HP{X)[S e WF & (u)(Ev)P(S, u, v, x)].

Since HP(x) <=■ HP(A), we can enlarge the range of the quantifier in the second

equivalence to HP(A).

Remark 23. Theorem 14 implies that if the predicate S e WF is hyperprojective,

then for a suitable hyperprojective R(S, x),xe H o (ES)R(S, x). This is not always

possible, e.g. when cp is empty, as we can easily see using Remark 18.

18. The Spector-Gandy theorem. In Remark 23 we pointed out that when

cp= 0 then the predicate S e WF is not hyperprojective. In [19] we show that with
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B and cp as in Example 2, not every predicate of the form (S)(Eu)(v)R(S, u, v, x)

with absolutely primitive computable R is semi-hyperprojective. Thus neither of

the two representation theorems of §17 yields a normal form theorem for semi-

hyperprojective predicates. To obtain such a normal form we prove in this section

an abstract version of Spector's theorem on hyperarithmetical quantifiers in [22],

proved also by Gandy in [2].

We recall our blanket assumption that cp consists of total, single-valued functions.

Lemma 63. Assume that A is hyperprojective from A, let R(S, u) be semi-hyper-

projective from A. Then the predicate

(18.1) P(u)o(ES)HPlA)R(S,u)

is semi-hyperprojective from A.

Proof. Using the function gz(x) defined by (17.4), we have

(ES)HPU)R(S, u) o (Ez)[(z)y £ HA & (z)2 £ A* & R(gz, «)],

from which the lemma follows immediately by (17.3) and the transitivity lemma,

Lemma 43.

Lemma 64. There is an absolutely primitive computable predicate R(S, u, v, x, y),

such that if y e H, then

(18.2) |x| ^ \y\ o (ES)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x, y) o (ES)HP<x,y)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x, y)

(where HP(x, y)=HP(Dx u Dy)).

Proof. Consider the following conditions on a predicate Q(x, y, z):

(a) x=<l,0>&z = 0.

(b) x?Kl,0> & v = <l,0> &z=l.

The remaining conditions all start with the conjunct

Seq (x) & (x)0 = 2 & 2 ^ (x)j ¿ 3 & (x)2 £ PRIy

& Seq (y) &(y)0 = 2&2ú (y)y ^ 3 & (y)2ePRIy

and then continue with the conditions stated below, where e=(x)2, m = (y)2.

(c) (x)y = 2 & (y)y=2 & (v)(Eu)Q(ev, mu, 0) & z=0.

(d) (x)y = 2 & 0)i = 2 & (Ev)(u)Q(ev, «iu, 1) & z= 1.

(e) (x)y=2 & (y)y = 3 & (v)(u) Q(ev, mu, 0) & z = 0.

(f) (x)y=2 & (y)y = 3 & (Ev)(Eu)Q(ev, mu,l)&z=l.

(g) (*)i = 3 & (y)y = 2 & (Ev)(Eu)Q(ev, mu, 0) & z=0.

(h) (x)1 = 3 &(y)y=2 &(v)(u)Q(ev,mu, 1) &z=l.

(i)  (x)y = 3 & (y)y = 3 & (Ev)(u) Q(em mu, 0) & z=0.

Ü)   (x), = 3 &(y)y = 3 &(v)(Eu)Q(ev, mu,l)&z=l.

Let us say that Q(x, y, z) is «ice if for every x, v, z,

(18.3) Q(x,y,z)o(a) V (b) V • • • V (i)v(j).
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We claim that if Q is nice, then

(18.4) xeH,    \x\ Ú \y\ => Q(x, y, 0) & Q(x, y, 1),

(18.5) | v| < |x| » ß(x, y, 1) «fe ß(x, y, 0).

The proof of (18.4) and (18.5) is by a transfinite induction on infimum (\x\, \y\)

whose details we omit, since they are similar to those in the proof of Theorem 7.

To complete the proof of the lemma it is enough to find an absolutely primitive

computable R(S, u, v, x, y, z) such that the predicates (ES)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x, y, z)

and (ES)j]PiXtV,z)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x, y, z) are both nice; because then clearly we

will have for yeH,

(18.6) |x| g \y\ o (ES)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x, y, 0),

(18.7) |x| = \y\ o (ES)HPlx,y)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x, y, 0).

For each/e B* consider the predicates

(18.8) Q,(x, y, z) o (ES)(u)(Ev)[{f}v(S, u, v, x, y, z) -> 0],

(18.9) Q'f(x, y, z) o (ES)HPU,XtyiZ)(u)(Ev)[{fUS, u, v, x, y, z) -+ 0].

Let P,(x, y, z) and P'f(x, y, z) be defined by the disjunction (a) V (b) V • • • V (i)

V (j) when we substitute Qf and Q'f respectively for Q. Using the transformations

(17.5), (17.6), (17.9) and (17.10) and contraction of variables we can obtain a

predicate Q*(u, v, x, y, z) such that

(18.10) Pr(x, y, z) o (ES)(u)(Ev)Qf(u, v, x, y, z),

(18.11) P'f(x, y, z) o (ES)Hm,x,y,z)(u)(Ev)Q?(u, v, x, y, z).

Moreover, Qf is -a positive propositional combination of absolutely primitive

computable predicates and predicates obtained from {/}V(S, u, v, x, y, z) -» 0 by

the substitution of absolutely primitive computable functions for the variables

u, v, x, y, z and the substitution of terms of the form Xtg(S, », t) with g absolutely

primitive computable for the variable S. Using the transitivity lemma, Lemma 31,

it then follows that there is a combinatorial function p(/) such that

(18.12) Qf(S, », v, x, y, z) o {p(f)}v(S, u, v, x, y, z) -+ 0.

We now apply the recursion theorem for search computable functions, Lemma 29,

to obtain an/e 0* such that

(18.13) {p(f)}v(S, u, v, x, y, z) = {f}v(S, u, v, x, y, z),

so that

(18.14) {/}v(5, u, v, x,y,z)->0o{p(f)}v(S, u, v, x, y, z) ->0.

If we now apply the prefixes (ES)(u)(Ev) and (ES)HPix¡y¡z)(u)(Ev) to both sides of

(18.14), we obtain

(18.15) Qf(x,y,z)oPf(x,y,z),

(18.16) Q',(x,y,z)oP'{(x,y,z)
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so that both Q, and Q'f are nice. To obtain a predicate R satisfying (18.6) and

(18.7) and hence complete the proof of the lemma it is now enough to apply the

normal form theorem, Theorem 1, on {/}V(S, u, v, x, y, z) -> 0 and choose an R'

so that

{f}v(S, u, v, x,y,z)-^0o (Et)R'(S, u, v, x, y, z, t)

and then contract quantifiers once more.

The set H was defined relative to the fixed list of function cp. Let us write H(S)

for the set //defined relative to the list S, cp. If x e H(S), put \x\(S) for the ordinal

of x in H(S).

Lemma 64. There is a combinatorial function p(x) such that

(18.17) x e H o p(x) £ H(S),

(18.18) xeH =>[|x| - |p(x)|(5)].

Proof. It is easy to define a combinatorial function q(p, e) so that

(18.19) {q(p, e)}pt((S, cp)~, v) = MPr({e}pr(cp~, v));

put now

,,„„„    P«1,0» = <1,0>,   p«2, e» = <2, q(p, e)>,   p«3, e» = <3, q(p e)>,
( 18.20)

p(x) = 0   if -n[x = <1, 0> V [Seq (x) & (x)0 = 2 & 2 ^ (x)y S 3]],

using the recursion theorem for primitive computable functions, Lemma 14.

Lemma 65. Assume that A is hyperprojective from A. Then the predicate S e HP(A)

is semi-hyperprojective from A, so that for a fixed x0 £ A*,

(18.21) S e HPiA) o x0 e HiS).

Proof. To see that Se HPiA) is semi-hyperprojective from A, we compute:

S e HPiA) o (Ez)[(z)y e HA & (z)2 e A* & (x)[g(z, x) -> Six)]].

Now (18.21) follows if we apply part (a) of Theorem 8, relative to the list S, cp,

and with the empty sequence u of individual variables in P(u) of (13.6).

Theorem 15. Assume that A is hyperprojective from A. There is a predicate

R(S, u, v, x), primitive computable from A, such that

(18.22) xeHAo (ES)HPU)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x).

ijhe Spector-Gandy theorem.)

Proof. Let x0 be the fixed element of A* satisfying (18.21). We consider two

cases.

Case (a), supremum {\x0\(S):Se HPiA)} ^ ka. In this case

x e HA o x e A* & (ES)HPiA)[\v(x)\(S) ík \xo\iS)l
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by Lemma 64. Since A* is hyperprojective from A, Theorem 8 implies that for a

suitable y0 e HA and a combinatorial q(x),

xeHAo\q(x)\ = \y0\ &(ES)HPW[\p(x)\(S) S \x0\(S)].

If we now apply Lemma 63 twice, we get

xeHAo (ES)HP(A)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, q(x), y0)

& (ES)HPUET)HPiA)(u)(Ev)R'(T, S, u, v, p(x), x0)

from which the result follows by contractions of the variables.

Case (b). supremum {\x0\(S):Se HP(A)}<ka. In this case the predicate Se

HP(A) is hyperprojective from A. Put

f(S) = <l,0> ifStHP(A),
= vu[u e HA & S is search computable in Hu],   if S e HP(A).

It follows from Lemma 58 that f(S) is hyperprojective from A ; it is clearly totally

defined, and

supremums infimumu {\u\: f(S) -*• u} = ka,

supremumSeHP(A) infimumu {\u\: f(S) -> u} = ka.

Put

(18.24) f'(S) -^uo (Eu')iu' ~ u «fe f(S) -+ »']

and notice that f'(S) also satisfies (18.23) (by Lemma 54) and that the predicate

f'(S) -> u is semi-hyperprojective from A, since

f'(S) -> u o f(S) ~ u o x~(f(S), u) -> 0.

Hence by Theorem 8 there is a combinatorial function eh(«7, u) and a fixed me A*

such that

f'(S) -» u o eh(m, u) e H(S) ;

if we choose «' e 0* such that {h'}pr((S, cp)~, m, u) = eh(m, u), it follows that

(18.25) (S)[(3,S1(h',m)}eH(S)]

and that the p.m.v. function

(18.26) f"(S) -+UO \eh(m, u)\(S) í |<3, S\h', m)}\(S)

also satisfies (18.23) since it is total and a subfunction of f'(S). Hence

xeHAo(ES)(Eu)[\eh(m,u)\(S) = |<3, S\h', m))\(S) «fe |x| = |u|]

o(ES)HPiA)(Eu)[\eh(m,u)\(S) ^ |<3, S\h', m)y\(S) «fe |x| ^ |u|]

from which the result follows easily as in Case (a).

Remark 24. The proof in Case (b) actually shows that for a suitable R(S, u, v, x),

primitive computable from A,

xeHAo (ES)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x) o (ES)HP{A)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x).
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When cp is empty such a representation is impossible by Remarks 18 and 23,

hence Case (b) does not apply in this case. We do not know of any examples where

Case (b) applies.

Remark 25. For A = B, the theorem as stated gives (18.22) with R primitive

computable. Using the normal form theorem and contraction of quantifiers one

can easily arrange for (18.22) to hold with an absolutely primitive computable P.

Remark 26. It is an immediate corollary of Theorems 15 and 8 and Lemma 63

that if A is hyperprojective from A, then a predicate P(x) is semi-hyperprojective

from A if and only if P(x) is expressible in the form (ES)HP{A)(u)(Ev)R(S, u, v, x),

with R primitive computable from A.

19. A game-theoretic characterization of semi-hyperprojective sets. The Spector-

Gandy theorem gives us a normal form for semi-hyperprojective predicates which

however suffers from one defect: it is circular in its use of the restricted quantifier

(ES)HP(A). Here we give a normal form which does not involve this circularity

and is the abstract analog of the Yl\ normal form (a)(Py)P(oe, x, y) for O given by

Kleene in [5].

A game 9 is a quadruple {C0, Cu T, P(x, v)}, where C0, C1; T are subsets of B*,

P(x, y) is a predicate on B* and C0 n d = 0. The game <$ is played by two players

^o and &y. A particular run @x of the game & is determined by an initial "dealing"

of an element x of B*. We put

(19.1) x0 = x;

at the (« + l)th stage of the game, after the elements x0,..., xn have been deter-

mined, the element xn+1 is determined by the following rules.

(a) If xn £ T, then the game ends and ^0 wins.

(b) If xn f T and x„ e C0, then ^0 chooses xn+1 from the set {y:P(xn, v)}; if

this set is empty the game ends and 0>y wins.

(c) If xn $ Fand xn e Cx, then 0>y chooses xn+1 from the set {v:P(xn, v)}; if this

set is empty the game ends and 3Py wins.

(d) If x„ $ T u C0 u Cy, then the game ends and 9\ wins.

Clearly this is a nonsymmetric game in which íP0 attempts to choose (or force

SPy to choose) an element of T by taking advantage of rules (b), (c), while SPy

attempts to block this.

For a fixed game %, put

(19.2) Eg = {x:0>o has a winning strategy in @x}.

We shall avoid here a formal definition of "strategy" and "winning strategy",

since the use we shall make of these terms is very elementary.

For a given game 'S we define the set Eg by the induction :

(a) If x e T, then x e Eg.

(19.3) (b) If x e C0 & (Ey)[P(x, y)&ye Eg], then x e Eg.

(c) If x £ Ci & (y)[P(x, y) => y e Eg], then x e Eg.
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Lemma 66. Eg = Eg.

Proof. We prove first that E'g^Eg by induction on (19.3). If xe T, clearly

x e Eg. If x e C0 and (Ey)[P(x, y) &ye Eg], then ^0 follows the following strategy :

he chooses xx=y, where P(x,y) &yeEg and then follows the strategy for the

game (fy which the induction hypothesis gives him. If xeCx &(y)[P(x,y) ^ yeEg],

then no matter which x 0>x chooses, since it must be in Eg, ^0 can follow up with

a winning strategy by induction hypothesis.

We prove Eg c Eg by contradiction : assume x e Eg, x <£ Eg. We describe

informally how ¿?y can play the game so that at each stage «, xn <£ Eg. Since

T^E'g, this implies that ^0 cannot win. Assume then that x„ $ Eg; then xn £ T.

If xn ¡£ C0 u d, we are done, for 0*y has won. If xn e C0, then since xn £ Eg no

matter what xn+1 ^0 chooses we shall have xn+y $ Eg. If xn e Cx, then since x„ £ Eg,

a8! can choose for xn+1 an element not in Eg.

We recall our blanket assumption that cp consists of single-valued, total functions.

Lemma 67. Assume that A is hyperprojective from A. Assume that the game &

is hyperprojective from A, i.e. the sets C0, Cy, T and the predicate P(x, y) are hyper-

projective from A. Then Eg is semi-hyperprojective from A.

Proof. Let "x" be a variable for one-place functions, consider the functional

f(x, x) defined by

f(x, x) = 0   ifxeT,

= 0   if x e Co <& (Ey)[P(x, y) & x(y) -* 0],

= 0   if x e Ci & (y)[P(x, y) => x(j) -+ 0].

It is clear that f(x, x) is hyperprojective from A. By the first recursion theorem for

hyperprojective functions, Theorem 12, the smallest function x(x) satisfying

(19.5) (x)[f(x,x) = x(*)]

is hyperprojective from A. We prove that

(19.6) xeEgoX(x)-+0

by verifying first that the function x defined by (19.6) satisfies (19.5) and proving

then by induction on the definition of Eg that if x e Eg and x satisfies (19.5), then

X(x)^0.

Lemma 68. There is a game &={C0, Cy, T,P(x,y)} with C0, Cy, T absolutely

primitive computable and P(x, y) in <r2 such that

(19.7) H = Eg.

Proof. Put

F = {< 1, 0>},    C0 = {<3, e) : e e PRIy},   Cy = {<2, e}:ee PRIy},

P(x, y) o (x)2 e PRIy & (Ev)[y ~ {(x)2}~(i>)].
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It is now easy to prove by induction on H that

(19.9) ifxeH,thenxeEg

and by induction on (19.3) that

(19.10) if x e Eg, then x e H.

Theorem 16. Assume that A is hyperprojective from A. A predicate R(u) is semi-

hyperprojective from A if and only if there exists a game <§ = {C0, Cy, T, P(x, y)}

with absolutely primitive computable C0, Cy, T and P(x, y) in o2 and a function f(w),

primitive computable from A such that

(19.11) R(u)of(u)eEg.

Proof is immediate from Lemmas 67 and 68 and Theorem 8.
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